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You live in a nice white suburban house with a red door and black
shutters. Under the house is a modest, half-finished basement. On
the west end of the basement is a crawlspace under the office.

You’ve owned the house for ten years, but you’ve never set foot
in the crawlspace. It’s dark, dirty, and definitely full of spiders.
You can only access it via a small wooden door in the wall.

Today, you’re going to open that door and crawl inside.

To enter the crawlspace, you have to climb a stepladder, open the
door, and squeeze yourself in. It is awkward and you scratch the
hell out of your forearms and elbows.

The joists of the floor above you are just high enough that you
can crawl forward on your hands and knees. But the floor is
covered in gravel. Sharp, pointy, painful gravel.

You shuffle forward, your flashlight reflecting the dust and
building debris. You see the bundle of wires that leads to the
fault outlet you’re here to fix.

To your left is an old yellow newspaper. You crawl forward and
the door slams shut behind you.

You push the toolbox forward and crawl on hands and knees
across the gravel floor. Crunch, crunch, crunch.

You follow the wire along, looking for where it might have been
chewed or frayed. About halfway across the crawlspace, the
gravel goes crunch, crunch, thunk.

Thunk?

You clear away some gravel, and about a foot down, you spot
plywood. You knock on it. Your knock reverberates. Sounds hollow
underneath.

It takes a few minutes to clear away the gravel and pull off the
plywood. In the middle of your crawlspace is a stone-lined hole.

What is it? Some kind of old well? You shine your flashlight
around. Weird that nobody ever mentioned it, but if it was boarded
over and covered up by a house, it didn’t pose a danger to anyone.

You wonder how deep it is. You shine your flashlight directly
down the middle, as far as the beam will go.

A pair of eyes looks up at you.
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Department Seven-Seven
You are field agents for Department Seven-
Seven, the government organization
responsible for providing strategic support to
local, state, and federal law enforcement
agencies when their investigations involve the
mysterious and unexplained.

They use cutting-edge machine learning, data mining, and AI to
model strange and esoteric phenomena, which allows them to
detect patterns, build profiles, and gain insights that routinely
go unobserved by traditional techniques.

Because their methods and conclusions often defy expectations,
they are frequently referred to by other agencies as the
“Department of Spooky Shit.”

Your mission

A prominent member of the community has disappeared in Shaker
Heights, Ohio. The individual entered a crawlspace underneath their
house, never reappeared, and was reported missing by a frantic
spouse.

Preliminary investigation by the local police department revealed
an old well buried beneath the crawlspace. It appeared that the
missing individual uncovered this well and may have attempted to
descend into it.

The FBI was enlisted to aid in the investigation but immediately
reached out to our regional field office when their team of
rescuers also disappeared.
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Prominent characters

Andrea Lewis, PhD (she/her)

Director, Great Lakes

– Middle-aged, African American, braided hair, pantsuits

– Data scientist turned management

– Practical but joyful. Loves her job.

"People think government is slow. It’s not inherently slow. It's
bureaucratic. There’s a difference. When a threat comes along, you
can cut through bureaucracy."

Beth Rosen, PhD (she/her)

Program Manager, Liminal Spaces and Non-Euclidian Geometry

– Mid-twenties, Jewish, glasses, flowing dresses

– Astrophysicist

– Witty and sarcastic

“I bought Andrea a t-shirt once that read, ‘I’m a data scientist, not
a witch,’ but she won’t wear it to work because she’s NO FUN. Right,
Andrea?”

Lakshmi Patel (she/her)

Analyst, Liminal Spaces

– Mid-thirties, Indian, jeans and t-shirts

– Software engineer

– Gregarious and kind

“Basically, people think we’re the Ministry of Magic. But what we
do isn’t really magic — it’s just science that nobody
understands yet.”

August Ng (they/them)

Analyst, Non-Euclidean Geometry

– Early twenties, Chinese, oversized shirts and baggy jeans

– Data scientist

– Soft-spoken but action-oriented

“One thing this job has really impressed upon me is how much we
don’t even know that we don’t know yet.”
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001 - The Well
Gray stone casement. Cobwebs, dust, and echoes – real and
imagined.

Hand-dug well, now dry. Harsh, white, industrial lights placed by
rescue team illuminate the shaft all the way to the bottom, 50
feet down. Rappelling rope attached to the edge.

– Wrought-iron grate at the bottom, currently open. Unlit,
stone-cased, half-height shaft leads west to 002 – The
Tunnel.

– Hand-sewn doll with red, glass eyes lies at the bottom of the
shaft. A character who touches the doll receives an intense
sensation (d4) and must make a CTRL save or become
incapacitated by a feeling of impending doom for 1d4 minutes.

Sensations

1. The image of a red, wooden, farmhouse door.

2. The sour smell of whiskey, pipe tobacco, and body odor.

3. The feeling of being tightly constrained, as if by a strong bear
hug.

4. The sound of a young girl screaming “Clara!” over and over
again.
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002 - The Tunnel
Stone casement. Tight fit. Dried sediment covers the bottom.

The tunnel runs west with no measurable change in elevation. It
is not tall enough to stand upright. A faint breeze blows from the
west. Communication signals will not travel beyond the tunnel.

Once all of the party members are in the tunnel, the wrought
iron gate slams shut behind them, but the sound emanates from a
long distance away. Both in front and behind, the tunnel now
stretches off farther than their light can illuminate.

The only way for the characters to make progress in either
direction is to douse their lights. If the entire party does so,
they will see pinpricks of light emanating from:

– iron gate to 001 – the well in the east

– iron hatch to 003 – The Cistern in the west, half open

omens

1. A dry hacking cough

2. The scent of pipe tobacco carried on the breeze

3. Shadows moving in the distance

4. Feeling of being watched
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003 - The Cistern
Vast. Ageless. Empty - almost.

A single oil lamp sits near the iron hatch, providing the only
illumination. The cistern is an enormous stone room dotted by
giant, stone pillars that soar into the darkness hundreds of feet
above. The ceiling can’t be seen. The air is dry and a faint breeze
blows from the west.

A hacking cough echoes from somewhere out in the darkness. It
will move if pursued. If the characters draw weapons at any
point, the cough will turn into a sinister laugh.

If a character loses line of sight to the other characters, a Geist
will suddenly appear out of nowhere and lunge at them. The Geist
is terrified of the Doll from 001 — The Well and will retreat if it
is visible.

Exits

– East — the iron hatch leads to 002 — The Tunnel

– North — massive stone stairs lead up into the darkness. Each
stair is 20 feet tall. If the characters spend eight hours
climbing them, they will emerge in 603.

– West — a stone tunnel leads to 004
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Geist
Sour smell of whisky, pipe tobacco, and body odor.
Hacking cough. Maniacal laugh.

1 HP, 0 Armor, 10 STR, 12 DEX, 14 CTRL

– Bear hug (d6 stress)

– Frightening: upon seeing a geist for the first time, foes must
make a CRTL save or be paralyzed and unable to act until it
leaves their line of sight or attacks.

– Incorporeal: a geist lacks a material form and is immune to
physical damage.

A geist is the trapped spirit of a human who was too cruel for
Heaven and too dangerous for Hell. They take great pleasure in
toying with their victims and feed on fear.

They appear as tall, dark, shadowy figures with glowing yellow
eyes. They can manifest various appendages and body parts as
needed.

Every geist has one fear of its own which can be used to repel it
once known.
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